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Admissions eases
eligibility policy
for out-of-state
students at Poly
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Locals commemorate abortion
decision with candlelight vigil
By Karen Kcndzor
staff WrtMr

Candks lit the streeu of San
Luis Obispo Sunday night in
commemoration of the 17th
anniversary of Roe vs. Wade,
the controversial Supreme
Court decision legalizing abor
tion.
About 7S people gathered in
Mission Plaza for a candlelight
Vigo and Walk for Woman’s
Lives held by the SLO chapter
o f the National Orgaaizatkm
for Women.

“ Women and men must
stand together to form a voice
that wUl be beard all the way
to the' Supreme Court," said
Pat Renshaw, co<oordinator of
the local NOW chapter. “ We
wUI not go back to the days of
back-aUey butchers and deaths
from botched abortions."
“ The R eagan-appointed
Supreme Court is acting the
same way the King o f England
did when the colonies were be
ing formed," said Renshaw.
“They were imposing laws that

are denying basic human
rights to the citizens of the
United States."
It is that same fear of the
Supreme Court that motivated
Carolyn Colbert, minister of
the Unitarian Universalists
Fdlowship, to speak. “ We
respect the rights of those who
differ from us and we believe
that abortion is never comfor
table," said Kolberg. “ But we
are unutterably opposed to the
Sac ABORTION, page 3

Out-of-state students may be
only a mailbox away from an ac
ceptance letter into Cal Poly
thanks to revisions made in the
admissions policy, said Interim
A dm issions
O fficer
Helen
Linstrum.
"Previously, if a major was
impacted, we would let in all
eligible California residents,"
said Linstrum. "Because most of
our m ajo rs are im pacted,
California residents account for
99 percent of the students.”
This is not to say, however,
that the 2,770 spaces available
for incoming students next fall
already have names of out-ofstate students written on them.
The new admissions policy
makes it easier for out-of-state
stu d en ts to com pete with
California residents.
The old policy subtracted 8,0(X)
points from a student’s total
admissions scores if they were
not a native California resident,
Linstrum said. The revised policy
reduced that number to S(X), she

By K atio Kammy
mimff
_____
The winner of the 1990 Poly
Royal Poster contest discovered
a class assignment can bring a
lot more than just a good grade.
“ It's every design student's
dream to get something printed
at school," u id graphic design
senior David Dykzeul last week.
Although he wanted to enter the
contest in past years, he said he
did not have the time.

But when Cal Poly art pro
fessor Mary La Pone had her il'lustration art and design class
make the posters for a project,
Dykzeul came up with his winn
ing design, which portrays the
1990 Poly Royal theme "The In
novative Edge."
“ It (the idea) kind of came to
me and I went with it," he said.
He then made his preliminary
poster in one week.
“ 1 chose to create something to

represent Cal Poly as a unit,"
Dykzeul said. He also wanted a
dynamic design to represent the
playfulness and upbeat mood of
Poly Royal by using eye-catching
colors.
Over 23 students participated
in the contest. The Poly Royal
Board chose Dykzeul’s entry .
boardmember Beki Agnew said,
because it appealed to all aspects
Sec POSTER, page 12

Sec ADMISSIONS, page 11

Solar powered vehicle
in works by students
5 Ca/if. colleges chosen to compete
By Leslie Morris
S f H WrtWf

Art and Design class project yields winner
in contest to represent ‘Innovative Edge’

added.
"Five hundred points can still
be an awful barrier to climb in a
highly impacted major because
all of the successful applicants
may be within those SOO points
of each other," said Linstrum.
"Now in a lesser-impacted ma
jor where the point spread be
tween the top applicant and the
lowest may be quite high, why
not give an opportunity to outof-state students?"
The change of policy came
about as people on this campus,
including President Baker, began
looking beyond Webster's defini
tion of school solely as a
"teaching and learning in
stitute." They are beginning to
see it as a place to broaden their
exposure to different kinds of
people, said Linstrum.
Further changes in the admis
sions process include two sepa
rate multi-criteria applications
for freshmen and transfers, said
Linstrum. "The new forms are
much more concise, making it
easier for applicants to handle,"
she said. Linstrum said the

Cal Poly students are madly
working to find their place in the
sun.
The university’s first solar
powered vehicle, the "Sun Luis” ,
is now in the construction stage
and will be ready to compete in
the General Motors Sun Rayce
U.S.A. in July.
Cal Poly was selected by
General Motors to compete in
the race, based on a 60-page pro
posal submitted by the Solar
Powered Vehicle Club. Sixty-two
universities nationwide submit
ted proposals; of those, 32 were
chosen to compete.
"I think we'll be real com
petitive," said Chris Haslund, 23,

On
compassion...

Will you be here
the day after?

Reporter C yndi Smith
shares w hat it w as like
grow ing up w ith a
handicapped mother
and explains h ow these
experiences can apply
to everyone.

Find out w hy Cal Poly
. students aren’t prepared
for a Diablo Canyon
disaster and what you
can do to make yourself
more aware.

team captain and president of
the Solar Powered Vehicle Club,
"if not one of the better teams."
Of the 32 competitors, five
universities from California —
including Cal Poly — were
chosen: Stanford University, Cal
State Northridge, Cal Tech and
Cal Poly Pomona.
The competition, sponsored by
General Motors, was created to
promote the young scientists of
America and spur on technology.
Each university chosen to com
pete received SS,0(X) from GM
and $2,000 from the Department
of Energy.
From January to December Cal
Poly went through the design
process, and were chosen by GM
in April. The proposal submitted
See SUN LUIS, page 7

In the swim
of things..
The Cal Poly sw im
team gave highlyranked N orthridge a
good scare Saturday.
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Second Opinion
Death penalty issue of morality
When the U.S. Supreme Court rejected an appeal by convicted
murderer Robert Alton Harris last week, it pushed California to
the brink of that bleak moment when men and women will once
again be put to death in the gas chamber at San Quentin.
Barring some unlikely intervention, the 37-year-old Harris, who
was sentenced to die 11 years ago for the murder of two teenage
boys in San Diego, will be executed within the next few months.
How one responds to that prospect is, in some large measure, a
question of moral outlook, in a pluralistic society like ours,
reasonable people are bound to differ in this. The Times agrees
with the view of Supreme Court Justice William J. Brennan Jr.,
who holds “ that the dealth penalty is a cruel and unusual
punishment.”
It is worth recalling that opinions echoing his view prevail
throughout the developed world, and that America is alone
among the Western democracies in maintaining active capital
punishment.
What of the view that execution serves the utilitarian interests
of public safety and justice? Does the death penalty deter others
from murder? Does it spare society the cost of maintaining killers
in prison at public expense? Does it further justice by providing a
penalty proportionate to the criminal act?
On these questions, there are facts and not just views: A 1988
United Nations study of capital punishment worldwide concluded
that “ the evidence as a whole still gives no positive support to
the deterrent hypothesis."
Here, in fact, 13 states have executed 107 prisioners since 1977,
and at present there are more than 2,000 individuals under
sentence of death in 34 states. None of this has had any demon
strable impact on the homicide rate in the particular states or in
the nation as a whole.
Proponents of the death penalty argue this is because its ap
plication is too difncult and infrequent. They arc, however,
unable to say exactly where the deterrent threshold would be
reached: Would it be with one execution a month, a week, a day?
The question of cost is more difficult to assess precisely. But
most studies suggest unless society wishes to abolish most of the
rights to due process, counsel and appeal it now affords those
accused of capital crimes — most of the time at public expense —
the price of imposing the death penalty outstrips the amount re
quired to maintain an individual in prison for life without parole,
a punishment the Times endorses.
Since 1900, 349 innocent Americans are known to have been
unjustly convicted of capital crimes. Twenty three of them actu
ally were executed. Justice is not served when an absolutely final
conclusion is imposed by an all-too-fallible process.
— Excerpted from the Los Angeles Times, Jan. 22.

CLARIFICATION
A story in Monday's issue about the investigation of Professor
Walter Rice should have read, "The student, whose name is
withheld, said on three separate occasions that he once did co
caine with Rice." Rice has denied the accusations.

Learn to understand disabled
The handicapped are often dif
rier of Disabled Student Ser
ficult to understand. People are
vices. These students are on
intimidated by, scared of, or even
crutches, in wheelchairs — some
so overcome with pity for the
even have disabilities you can’t
handicapped that they have
see.
trouble even looking at them,
Even though I have grown up
much less understanding them.
with a disabled person, I still of
I have a special understanding
ten don’t take the struggle of
of handicappiied people because
disabled people into account.
my mom is one. She is the victim
When I’m late to school, and see
of a disease called Lupus
empty handicapped spaces, I
Erythematosus. Although I can
think "Why do we have so many
barely pronounce its name, the
of those spaces?" and silently
disease has changed the lives of
curse under my breath that I
By Cyndi Smith
my family and our friends. Lupus
can’t park there.
affects my mom’s legs a n d _____________
When I’m carrying around four
renders her unable to stand for long periods of books in my backpack and see the disabled stu
time. Sometimes she can barely walk.
dent tram whiz by, I don’t think about how great it
People who first hear of her disease say,"Well at is that our campus has such a service. I think
least you're not in a wheelchair" or "At least you "Take me!” and sometimes even run after it.
have legs at all." True, mom is lucky she has the
I think like this until 1 see a handicapped person
use of her legs, but in a way, having a hidden struggling to get out of his car or walk across
disability is almost worse than being in a campus. Then walking a few blocks to school or a
wheelchair or having only one leg. People think if few feet across campus doesn’t seem so far. At
you can’t see the handicap, there must not be one.
least I have that option.
For instance, when my mom uses her handi
I call my mom and tell her how exhausted I am
capped parking permit, she often gets rude looks from walking home, but at least I can get up and
and comments. "Those spaces are for the handi walk back to school the next day. Mom would be in
capped! "people yell. Once, we returned to the car bed for a week if she tried it.
to find a note that read "You’re not handicapped.
It takes a lot of courage and determination for a
May you burn in belli Signed, a concerned nurse.” handicapped person to even make it through the
Some concern. And my mom, instead of being day, much less attend college. People who voice
angry, felt guilty and stopped parking in handi- their thoughts about handicapped parking spaces
cappied spaces even when she barely had the and trams make it even more difficult.
strength to walk a few feet. People naturally
Before doing that, stop and think about your
assume if you’re not elderly or in a wheelchair, mother or best friend being handicapped, and
you’re not handicapped.
maybe you will finally begin to understand.
Here at Cal Poly, there are about 640 students
with physical disabilities, according to Beth Cur Cyndi Smith is a second-quarter reporter.

Letters to the Editor
King column put
focus on negative
Editor — Once again, the
outspoken ramblings of Jeff Cof
fman have plagued the pages of
Mustang Daily (Jan. 22 column,
"M .L . King undeserving of
honor"). Last year he harangued
homosexuals, but his degredation of Martin Luther King Jr.
touches even closer to the Amer
ican heart.
Does Coffman totally disavow
the civil rights movement and
the tremendous steps blacks
have taken in the last 30 years? I
found it discouraging that he
focused on the negative aspects
of King in an attempt to over
shadow his greatness.
His most ludicrous claim was
that a ratification of the Civil
Rights Amendment " . . . increas
ed the size of the U.S. gov
ernment so people wouldn’t have
to depend on themselves to make
fair decisions regarding others."
It seems that certain people at
the time of King depended on
themselves to make "fair" deci
sions on the treatment of blacks;

their actions eventually led to
discrimination, suffering and
needless deaths of many blacks.
King strove to open America’s
eyes to the mistreatment of
blacks, not to undermine the
foundation of democracy or
establish communism in the
United States. Regardless of his
"social beliefs," his goal was
eventually accomplished, and
King achieved his deserved
status as a great leader.
Let’s not take something away
from those who wish to celebrate
and honor the legacy of a great
American, or try to smother a
movement that changed the
course of history forever.
Jeff Shelton
City and Regional Planning

Student criticizes
Coffman’s opinion
Editor — I believe Cal Poly is an
institution of “ higher learning.”
Unfortunately, people like Jeff
Coffman make me wonder if this
is trud ("M.L. King unworthy of
honor," Jan. 22).

Coffman, do you believe all you
read? Or are you just interested
in starting another "red scare"?
First, since you read and took
to heart "Parade," may I sug
gest the spine-tingling news in
National Enquirer? Yellow jour
nalism is sensationalism, and it’s
people like you that keep it alive.
Second, I have no doubt King
spoke about "whirlwinds of
revolt.” I can bet you took the
message out of context. Even so,
black Americans were first
enslaved in the 1600s. Since that
time they have been oppressed,
ridiculed and exploited.
They have gotten what they
wanted through both literal and
physical revolt — only beause
white Americans ignored their
pleas. King wanted equal rights
for everyone! He believed in a
peaceful world, but he knew he
must first rally all the human
race under the same banner. True
peace comes when we are all free.
As for King’s friends, let’s just
say he proved himself more
“ open-minded” in his associa
tions than Coffman has.
Sam Turner
Social Science
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Students unaware
of what to do in case
of Diablo accident
Poly turnover rate hurts
education efforts o f PG&E
By Larre Sterling
staff Writer

If a siren sounded for a steady
three to five minutes, chances are
most Cal Poly students wouldn’t
know what to do.
Located 10 miles from Cal Poly
is California’s second largest nu
clear power plant. Yet, the only
time many students remember
Diablo Canyon exists is after an
earthquake or when nuclear pro
testors make the news.
S andra W illett, a home
economics freshman, said she
would get into her car and drive
north if she heard a siren. When
asked what a long siren means
she said, “ I have no idea, but
three minutes is too long!”
“ In the dorms, during the
summer, a loud siren went off
and no one knew what to do,”
said Chris Besse, a human
development junior. “ People
looked around, assumed it was a
practice and then blew it off. For
all we know it could have been
the real thing.”
“ The majority of students
realize we have a nuclear power
plant in our county,” said Don
Van Acker, Cal Poly’s en
vironmental health and occupa
tional safety officer. “ However, I
don’t think they understand the
processes and procedures.”
According to Richard Brug,
director of Public Safety, it’s
near impossible to keep all stu
dents and staff informed about
the safety procedures necessary
in nuclear accidents.
“ Our biggest problem is that
4,000 students leave and 4,000
students enter annually,” said
Brug. “ That makes it hard to
educate everyone.”
PG&E distributes to incoming
students and city residents a
booklet entitled “ Diablo Canyon
Power Plant Emergency Infor
mation.” One version is targeted
toward Cal Poly and has all nu
clear disaster procedures ex
plained and outlined.
A c c o rd in g
to
PG&E
spokesman Brad Thomas, the
chances of a Diablo emergency
are very small. He said the power
plant’s location five miles west of
Port San Luis is fairly safe from

the population, if there were an
accident.
“ Even if an accident were to
happen, these things take time to
develop. Nuclear disasters don’t
happen instantaneously,” said
Thomas. ” Our primary concern is
the release of radioactive activi
ty.”
In case of a release of radioac
tive material, Brug said Public
Safety is prepared.
“ We have a mutual help
agreement with the city and
state, but our main goal is to
keep Cal Poly people safe,” Brug
said.
Public Safety has a 200-page
T otal
D isaster
Plan
th at
outlines, from evacuation to
sheltering, what they would do in
case of a Diablo accident. Public
Safety is continuously practicing
this plan, Brug said. The plan is
a multi-hazardous plan that also
includes emergency information
regarding natural disasters.
On campus there are 75 faculty
and staff members and 15 ad
ministrators who are trained an
nually as shelter leaders for Cal
Poly’s emergency shelters. The
shelters, located in Kennedy
Library, the Administration and
Music buildings, can hold 14,000
people safely. Signs over door
ways designate which rooms are
shelters.
Also located in Room 133 of
the Administration Building is
the campus’s Emergency Opera
tion Center. The room serves as a
resource center with all the
equipment needed for emergency
decision-making. In a crisis situ
ation, the center is where all
communication and dispatching
with outside agencies happens.
On the federal level, the gov
ernment requires Diablo to have
an emergency response plan in
case of an accident. In the plan
are four accident catagories — a
notification of an unusual event,
an alert, an in-site area emergen
cy and a general emergency.
Sirens will sound only at a
general emergency alert.
According to Thomas, stu
dents shouldn’t worry about a
nuclear disaster due to an earth
quake. The Hosgri Fault, located

AMBER WISOOMI Mustang Daily

Marchers take protest to gates o f Diablo
About 600 people — including
a contingent of Cal Poly pro
fessors and students — marched
from Avila Pier to the gate of
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant Sunday to protest the
plant and its potential hazard to
the area.
They carried signs and wore
T-shirts that had such slogans
as, “ Conservation is our Salva
tion,” “ Deadly Waste, Deadly
Neighbor” and “ Think of the
Environment and Life on Earth
— Stop Diablo.”
Marchers also sang an original
song to the melody of “ Three

Blind Mice:”
“ Di-ah-blo, Di-ah-blo.
See how it works, see how it
works.
Built up on a bluff where the
cows used to graze.
It soon will produce its own nu
clear blaze.
If an earthquake comes, we’ll be
dead in two d ay s...
From Di-ah-blo, from Di-ah-blo.”
Ralph Vrana, a retired Cal Poly
geology professor, spoke to the
crowd. He said that geologists
now study activity between the
plant and the Hosgri Fault,
which lies 2.5 miles offshore.
Evidence exists that shows the
fault ends at the shoreline, he
said. Vrana suspects the fault

sits under the generator at
Diablo.
Richard Kranzdorf, a Cal Poly
political science professor, also
spoke to the marchers. Kranzdorf
said that people can either
achieve peace through power pol
itics or through our resources —
the people.
“ It’s up to us,” said Kranz
dorf. “ Now we know nuclear
power is a dinosaur and is on the
way out.”
Brad Thomas, Pacific Gas and
Electric spokesperson for Diablo
Canyon, said Monday that the
plant generates power safely and
effectively.
Police said no arrests were
made at the mostly quiet protest.

three miles offshore from the
plant, could experience its
greatest possible earthquake and
Diablo wouldn’t reach its first
“ unusual event” level, Thomas
said. Diablo did, howeve**, reach
the first level during the October
1989 San Francisco earthquake.
The first level means nothing
more than a routine check, he
said.
As part of Diablo’s plan, there

are 131 s ire n s s c a tte r e d
throughout a 10-mile radius of
the nuclear power plant. Sirens
are silently tested weekly and at
full volume annually.
Both Public Safety and Diablo
give the same simple advice to
students. If a siren sounds, stu
dents should go directly to a
radio and tune to a local
E m erg en cy
B ro a d c a s tin g
System (920 AM or I4(X) AM)

and do nothing more than follow
the instructions.
“ If there are no instructions
then there is nothing wrong. It is
probably just a siren malfunction
or a siren safety check,” Thomas
said. “ The best advice we have to
students is to read your PG&E
booklet and become aware of th:
procedures, and if there’s a siren,
just tune to a radio station and
listen for instructions.”

By Jena Thompson
Staff Writer

ABORTION
Froa page 1
enactment of laws which would
impose on all Americans a par
ticular religious doctrine atout
the beginning of human life.”
Colbert said she signed a peti
tion circulated by a religious
coalition for abortion rights after
her daughter’s lifesaving experi
ence with abortion. Colbert’s
daughter had been diagnosed
with acute leukemia in 1982. Al
though she became pregnant
three months later, doctors said
she would not be able to sustain
the pregnancy, and she therfore
aborted the pregnancy.
“ My fears are around young
women like my daughter whose
resources are slim both emo
tionally and physically and
definitely financially, and how
they will be cared for in times
like this,” said Colbert.
This is everyone’s issue, said a
woman who would identify
herself only as Gail, President of

Students for Pro-Choice at
Cuesta Community College. She
said her fear is that abortion may
be made illegal in some states.
“ And I think that’s everyone’s
concern in a college town,” said
Gail. “ And I think the majority
of people, unless they’re highly
religious or highly pro-life should
be here.”

“ There was a (pro-choice)
march in San Francisco and
every state and U.C. school was
almost represented,” she said.
“ Cal Poly wasn’t there and I
think it’s time they stop being
such an ag-mechanical school and
realize there’s political issues go
ing on.”

For pro-choice activist Andy
Porctor it is a question of per
sonal freedom.
“ The problem is that there’s a
few conservative people making
decisions for a lot of liberal peo
ple,” said Porctor.
Cal Poly is more conservative
compared to other college cam
puses, added Gail.

One Cal Poly student, however,
is trying to do something about
Cal Poly’s conservative image.
Erika Schoenhoff, a sophomore
art and design major, is trying to
start a pro-choice chapter at Cal
Poly. Schoenhoff said they are
still in the paperwork stage, but
have found an adviser and expect
to get off the ground with 20 to
50 members.

Activist Allison Copony said,
for her, the issue is not a ques
tion of numbers.
“ Whether there’s 250,0(X) of us
marching or 10 of us. I’m going
to be here,” said Copony. “ It’s a
question of principles.”

Evelyn Delany, chairperson of
the county Board of Supervisors,
summed things up by saying, “ I
believe that being pro-choice is
being pro-child, pro-family, pro
women and pro-life.”

San Francisco police cite
‘Jane Roe’ for unlawfully
posting stickers on signs
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Norma McCorvey, the “ Jane
Roe” in the landmark Roe vs.
Wade abortion rights decision of
1973, was cited late Sunday
night for posting stickers on city
property, police said.
Northern Station got a report
at about 11:30 p.m. that “ several
women riding in a van were
stealing street signs” along
Webster Street, said Officer Joe
McCloskey.
“ When we responded, however,
we found that wasn’t the case,”
McCloskey told The San Fran
cisco Examiner. “ What they
were doing were placing white
stickers, with the word ‘Roe’
printed in big black letters, over
the street signs all along
Webster ... from Ellis (Street)
clear to Lombard (Street).”
Only one of the five women
riding in the van was actually
seen posting one of the stickers,

he said.
“ That was McCorvey,” said
McCloskey. “ She showed us
identification and we cited her
for violating section 602-f of the
(state) Penal Code — that’s
unlawfully posting signs on city
property. That’s a misdemeanor
crime. She w.is released after
signing the citation.”
McCloskey sa«d 40 street signs
alo n g NV'ebster had been
plastered over with the Roe
stickers.
The act was apparently meant
to protest last year’s Supreme
Court decision in Webster vs.
Reproductive Health Services,
which pro-abortion activists con
tend comprises Roe vs. Wade.
McCorvey. 42, was set to ap
pear in San Francisco on Monday
to mark the 17th anniversary of
the Supreme Court ruling giving
women the right to choose to
abort an unwanted pregnancy.

O F F IC E W ITH A V IE W
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating tv\/o year ex
perience that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find
the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique
experience in the developing world.
International firms and government agencies value
the skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps
service.
O N CAM PUS TODAY THRU THURSDAY
INFO BOOTH: Tuesday-Thursday. Ja n . 23-25
U niversity U nion P laza. 9 a m -3 p m
OVERSEAS OPPORTUNITIES IN FORESTRY-A SPECIAL SEMINAR
Tuesday. Ja n . 2 3 —N e w A g . B ldg. ^11. R oom 210. 7 p m -9 p m
FILM & DISCUSSION SEMINAR WITH RETURNED PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS
W e d n e s d a y . J a n . 2 4 —N ew A g. B ld g . ^11. R oom 210. 7 p m -9 p m
OVERSEAS OPPORTUNITIES FOR MATH 8c SCIENCE MAJORS/MINORS
Thursday, J a n . 2 5 — U niversity U nion, R oom 219, 7 p m -9 p m
INTERVIEWS: M o n d a y , Feb. 12
P la c e m e n t C e n te r
APPLICATION MUST BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO INTERVIEW
SENIORS-APPLY NOW!
For a p p lic a tio n s o r m o re in fo rm a tio n c o n ta c t yo ur P e a c e C o rp s C a m p u s R e p re s e n ta tiv e in
A g B ld g . ^10. R oom 239, (805) 756-5017, o r c a ll P e a c e C o rp s c o lle c t a t (213) 2 09 -7 4 44 ext, 673.

Peace Corps

The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love.
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Wrestlers split four in Ohio
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Rugby club defeats
Mustangs' dual meet record now sits at 5-8 UC San Diego 38-12

By Jason Foster
Staff W riter________

The Cal Poly wrestling team
made a quick but tough road trip
to Ohio last weekend, splitting
four matches to bring its dual
meet record to 5-8 on the year.
On Friday, the Mustangs tore
into Ashland College (24-10) and
Toledo University (25-10) to post
two solid wins.
On Saturday, however. Cal Po
ly dropped its matches against
two of the top Division I teams,
15th-ranked Ohio State (8-32)
and 5th-ranked Indiana (6-37).
“ The trip was pretty brutal
with the (three-hour) time change
and everything,” said Head
Coach Lennis Cowell. “ But it
was nice to get four hard mat
ches in and win two of them.”

Against Ashland seven Poly
wrestlers, Gary D’Agostino (118
pounds), Dale Hanover (126
pounds), Robert Tabarez (134
pounds), Terry Watts (150
pounds), Mike Kopp (177
pounds), Aaron Cantrell (190
pounds) and Seth Woodill
(heavyweight) came away with
victories.
D’Agostino, Hanover, Tabarez,
Kordell Baker (142 pounds).
Watts, Copp and Cantrell had
wins versus Toledo.
“ We were a little flat against
Ashland because of jet lag,”
Cowell said.
“ But against
Toledo, the tougher of the two
teams, we wrestled better.”
Watts and Cantrell won and
Tabarez tied in the match
against Ohio State, but the only
points Poly got against Indiana

Colebrook defeats
world class fieldat Sunkist invite

Swimmers impressive
in close loss to CSUN
By Rob Lorenz
Sports Editor

The Cal Poly swim team
hosted Northridge, the topranked team in the nation in
Division 11, this weekend and
the women came away with a
near-victory.
CSU Northridge, the defen
ding national champion and a
team that has not been
defeated in five years, needed a
win in the. final relay to win the
dual meet. They got the win
and beat the Poly women by
four points, but Mustang
coach Rich Firman was still
elated with the effort.
“ WOW!” he said, when ask
ed for his reaction to the meet.
“ 1 think the girls did extreme

was when the Hoosiers forfeited
the 126-pound class.
Despite the losses, Cowell
found an optimistic way to look
at them.
“ You have to wrestle the
tougher teams to improve,” he
said. “ We want to get these kids
as much experience as we can
while they’re young so they’ll be
tough when they’re older.
“ We’re progressing and get
ting better all the time,” he said.
“ So we’ll wrestle better at the
end of the season at the NCAA
tournament, which is where it all
counts.”
The Mustangs will go on the
road again next weekend, this
time to Oklahoma, to wrestle
against Oklahoma State Univer
sity and the University of
Oklahoma.

By Jay Garner

ly well for the time of the
season. We worked very hard
the week before.”
According to the Division 11
coaches poll, CSUN is still the
team to beat, but Firman, for
one, thinks the Matadors are
beatable.
“ This is the closest we’ve
ever been to Northridge,” he
said. “ Northridge is down. We
are a much better champion
ship team meet because we
have more depth.”
He added that in a dual meet
situation, Northridge has the
upper hand because they have
swimmers who will win races
and rack up the points.
Sec SWIM, page 6

staff W rlfr______________________________

Cal Poly track and cross coun
try All-American Teena Col
ebrook added another award to
her crowded trophy case on Fri
day.
Colebrook outran an interna
tional field to win the 880 yard
event at the Sunkist Invitational
Indoor track and Held meet at
the Los Angeles Sports Arena.
Edith Kakiying of Uganda
finished more than a second
behind Colebrook.
“ 1 knew she was capable of
running well,” said track and
cross country coach Lance
Harter, “ but it came as a plea
sant surprise. Teena was elated.”

Poly remains undefeated with win
By Adrian Hodgson
Staff W rlfr___________________________

The Cal Poly Rugby Club
continued its dominance of
oppponents this season Satur
day when it beat UC San Diego
38-J2.
The win im proves the
Mustangs record to 2-0 in
league play and 8-0 overall.
But Mustang coach Bob
Thrussel said his team could
have played better Saturday.
“ We were inconsistent and
we had (lapses) in concentra
tion,” Thrussel said. “ We were
acting like it was the middle of
the season.”
If the Mustangs had not
been so inconsistent, their
score might have been 20-30
points higher. In the first half
and near the end of the second.
Poly drove inside the 22-meter
line countless times, but errant
passes and bad decisions kept
the Mustangs out of the end
zone.
“ We need a little more
unselfishness in the back line,”
Thrussel said.
Through all the scrappy
play. Cal Poly’s relentless
pressure paid off twice in the
first half. Winger Martin
Oman scored in the left corner
of the end zone after some
quick footwork by fly-half Ian
Hunter. And with about 10
minutes left in the first half,
Nick Massman scored in the
same corner to make the half
time score 11-3.
The Mustangs came out
strong in the second half, and
put the game away early,
out-muscling San Diego en
route to four tries.
The third try of the half was

C olebrook finished in 2
minutes, 6.19 seconds — the
fastest indoor mark by a col
legiate runner in any division
this season.
“ If she continued to run that
time,” Harter said, “ she would
See COLEBROOK, page 6
in

by far the highlight of the
game as prop Terry Hellinger
got the ball about 15 yards
from the goal-line. The big
forward rumbled in and got a
standing ovation from the
crowd for his effort.
A prop scoring in rugby is
roughly equivalent to a center
.scoring in fo o tb a ll. An
Australian tourist in the
crowd, who has seen hundreds
of rubgy matches, said the try
was just the fourth he had seen
by a prop.
Other tries came from Durrell Steinbeck, right-wing Rob
Roos, and Oman, who is play
ing in only his first season. The
tall and speedy left-wing
sprinted 35 yards with the ball
to score the second half’s first
try and really break the game
open.
Thrussel said Poly’s first big
test will be in two weeks when
they travel to Los Angeles to
play UCLA.
“ Right now, we’re not on top
of our game,” Thru.sscl said,
adding that the team’s incon
sistencies are partly his fault
because he hasn’t been able to
concentrate on the first team.
, “ We have 70 players out,”
Thrussel said. “ We can’t afford
(not to concentrate on the first
team). They need more atten
tion.”
Thrussel added the team
needs to get in better shape,
especially if it wants to win the
big games this season.
• “ The team hasn’t taken the
responsibility to be fit — when
they get tired, their skill level
drops,” he said. “ With this
team, the ultimate responsibil
ity lies with the players.”
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SWIM
From page 5
However, in meets where depth
is necessary because of the
number of teams competing, Po
ly has the upper hand.
“ We went in fairly low-key,
and we responded excellently,”
he said. “ There is no way they
will beat us at conference this
year.”
A number of impressive per
formances contributed to the
close score. The 400 medley relay
team of Stephanie Kelley, Dana
Giacone, Gina Indresano and Liz
Scheetz won in a time of 4:04.90,
only .9 seconds off of a national
qualifying time. Tania Ziegert
won the 1,000 meter freestyle
and the 500 meter freestyle
despite being sick, and Carolyn
Bentley won the 200 meter
breaststroke in a time that would

have been good for fifth place at
the national meet a year ago.
“ Susie (Giordano), Kim (Salter)
and Missy (LaCounte) are all
sprinting very fast,” Firman ad
ded.
On the men’s side, the score
wasn’t as tight (83-131), but
Firman was still happy with the
results.
“ Northridge has a couple of
great individuals, but not our
depth,” he said.
Firman pointed out that the
two 400 meter medley relay
teams finished within one second
of each other, with the team of
Scott Gawel, Larry Zubrin, P.J.
Madigan and A1 McCorkle winn
ing the race by .5 seconds.
Other impressive performances
were turned ’in by freshman
Jeremy Brennon, who placed se

COLEBROOK
From pages
win the Division I National
Championships.”
U n fo rtu n a te ly , C olebrook
won’t be running in the Division
I Championships, because Cal Po
ly is Division II in track.
Harter said he was especially
impressed with Colebrook’s win
because she has yet to begin
speed training, and the 880 is a
speed event.
“ It’s amazing she can run that
fast off of strength training,” he

said.
•
Colebrook will race against a
world-class field on Feb. 16 at
Los Angeles Times Indoor Meet
held in the Forum.
Colebrook is a five-time NCAA
Division II national champion,
having captured three 800 meter
titles and two 1,500 meter titles.
She has been a world-class run
ner in the 800 meter event of
many years, having qualified for
the Olympic trials of her native
England in the past.

cond in the 200 meter freestyle,
less than a second behind last
year’s national champion from
Northridge; Chris Bates, who
won the 200 meter individual
medley and placed second in the
200 meter breaststroke; and PJ
Madigan, who placed third in the
2(X) meter freestyle, .3 seconds
faster than his lifetime best.
Overall, Firman was more than
satisfied with the performance.
“ The athletes have made a
tremendous leap because they’ve
changed their belief system,” he
said. ” We have a little more tal
ent (this year), and a team which
believes they can accomplish
what they set out to do.”
— Cathy Lung contributed to
this report.
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SUN LUIS
From p«ge 1
explained in detail the theory of
the vehicle, the building and
design, and how money would be
raised.
The Solar Powered Vehicle
Club has already raised $33.000
fro m
su c h
s p o n s o rs
as
W estinghouse
C o rp o ra tio n .
PG&E and DuPont. But another
$23,000 is still needed.
"1 expect that once the vehicle
starts looking like a vehicle,
people will be more apt to donate
and sponsor us,” Haslund said.
The vehicle’s cost will total
$110,000. The club already has
$90,000 of that in materials.
Haslund said Cal Poly was
chosen because ” we’re a good
engineering school. We know
what we’re talking about.
“ We had a lot of help from in
structors and a lot of people put
a lot of time into the proposal,”
Haslund said. “ I think it was
just good.”
The vehicle’s construction is
scheduled to be completed by the
end of March in order to begin
testing. The testing stage is
crucial and will probably make or
break the winning team, Haslund
said. " It’s not the best design,
it’s the (vehicle) that doesn’t
break down.” Endurance for the
1,800 miles of the race is what
the team is working towards. The
vehicles made with the best
designs but have had inadequate
testing might break down and be
stuck for a day or two during the
race, said Haslund.
The vehicle is expected to race

at 70 miles per hour charged on
solar and battery cells, and will
probably cruise at 45 m.p.h.
The race starts at Epcot
Center in Orlando, Fla., and ends
10 days later in Detroit, Mich.
The vehicles will travel eight
hours a day on secondary roads,
and stop at different cities each
night.
The first two finishers of the
race and a judges’ choice will be
sent to Australia in November.
The project involves 40 to 50
Cal Poly students, the majority
being mechanical, electrical and
aeronautical engineers.
Andrew Letton, a mechanical
engineer, has worked on the pro
ject since last January. “ I’m ad
dicted to projects,” he said, as he
spends up to 30 hours a weekend
on the vehicle. “ Parts of (the
project) are hell, but it’s the end
that makes it worth it. Seeing
the thing drive in the parking lot
and driving it across the country
next July is going to be ex
citing.”
At the present stage of the
project, a foam body is being
created in the shape of the vehi
cle, to create a mold for the body.
The team expects the mold to be
finished in about two weeks.
The vehicle’s frame will be
made of chromoly steel, a com
posite steel, used in mountain
bikes. “ It’s real strong and light
weight,” Haslund said. The body
of the vehicle will be made of a
kevlar nomex honeycomb core
composite, similar to fiberglass.
Three smooth and slick tires.

similar to mountain bike tires,
will be used.
An 8-square-meter panel of
solar cells, built on the rear of the
vehicle will attract the sun. Elec
tricity created by the solar cells
will be channeled into the battery
or the motor.
“ We’ll start out with a fully
charged battery and use either
the sun or the battery or a com
bination depending on if we’re
going up a hill, or if it’s raining,
which we’ll probably see,”
Haslund said.
Battery charging can only be
done by the sun, and at desig
nated times during the race.
Haslund said ideal weather
conditions would be 10 days of
perfectly clear skies.
“ Back east it’s always cloudy,
and it’s going to be raining,” she
said. “ In every state that we
pass, it averages 12 days of rain
in the month of July.”
Haslund said the reason for
creating a solar powered vehicle
is mostly for electric purposes.
“ The solar part of it is neat for a
race, but it’s not real practical
for a vehicle itself,” she said.
Eventually, electric vehicles
could be used for an around-thetown kind of car. “ If you could
have solar shingles on your
house, collect that into a battery
and put the battery in the car,”
she said, “ then you basically
have a solar powered car, but
electric.
“ I’m real interested in alter
native energy,” said Haslund.
“ That’s how 1 got involved (with
the project) in the first place.”
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Short Takes
Advocate to talk
about utility fight
Consumer advocate Sylvia M.
Siegel, fo u n d er o f TURN
(Toward Utility Rate Normaliza
tion), will discuss “ Giving Voice
to the Consumer: One Woman’s
F ig h t A g a in s t th e G ia n t
Utilities” in Room 220 of the
Univeristy Union« on Thursday,
Jan. 23, at 11 a.m.
In 1973 Siegel founded TURN
to represent the utility-energy
interest of residential and small
business telephone, electricty
and natural gas users before the
California Public Utilities Com
mission, federal agencies, courts
and legislatures.
The talk is sponsored by the
School of Liberal Arts. The talk
is free, and the public is welcome.

U .U . Galerie to
host ‘bad’ artwork
For those awaiting to dump
old senior projects, the Universi
ty Union Galerie is now accep
ting entries for “ Tiny Bubbles,”
which is being billed as a “ bad
taste” art show. The contest is
open to all students, faculty and
staff, and cash prizes will be

awarded for the worst of the
worst. The entry fee is 99 cents
and the deadline is Feb. 17. Of
fensive or obscene art is not
recommended. For more infor
mation, call James Childress at
543-6849.

R.N. to discuss
healing emotions
The Monastery of the Risen
Christ is sponsoring a workshop
by Jenny Becker, R.N., entitled
“ Healing Our Emotions.” It will
be held Jan. 27 at Nativity of
Our Lady Church, 221 Daly
Ave., San Luis Obispo. The
workshop will be directed toward
healing negative aspects of
anger, depression, shame and
guilt, especially as these flow
fro m e x p e rie n c e s o f c o 
dependency and dysfuntional
families. The workshop wil con
clude with personal prayer
ministry. Jenny Becker is a pop
ular convention speaker but is
best known for her personal
prayer ministry. She is a staff
member of Frensh Hospital in
SLO. The time of the workshop
is from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. A
$10 donation will be requested at
the door. Call 528-8790 or 5286104 for further information.
See SHORT TAKES, page 8
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If you're a freshman or sophomore with
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two-year scholarship. From Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition,
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See CPT Dave Singleton, Dexter
Building, Room IIS or call ‘SLO-ROTC
(756-7682).
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Short Takes
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work a four-hour weekly shift at
HOTLINE, for at least one year.
Interested persons should call
HOTLINE at 544-6163.

Spring HOTLINE
to take volunteers

Students struggle as costs
of tuition continue to rise

areas.
Architecture senior these
A lot of students aren’t con
with the issues of finance
U .U . Craft Center needs two jobs to cerned
because their parents take care
education costs. But
pay university fees ofmanytheirstudents
to offer classes
depend on their

Community members interest
ed in developing communication
skills and serving human service
needs of San Luis Obispo County
residents can do so by register
ing for the Spring HOTLINE
volunteer training program.
Individuals who complete a
comprehensive HOTLINE vol
unteer training course will be
eligible to donate services to the
county's 24-hour, information/
referral and support telephone
line. Volunteers are asked to

By Shanna Phillips
The University Union Craft
Center is offering classes in
photography, wood working, bike
repair, air brushing, dried flower
a r r a n g i n g , s ta in e d g la s s ,
silkscreen, jewelry fabrication
and repair. The classes have no
homework, are non-graded and
informal. For more information,
call the Craft Center at 756-1266.

Old C ountry Deli

TACKLE YOUR SUPER BOWL
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SHAPE SANDO!
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EDGE SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
rn C C
STUDENTS WHO NEED
MONEYFORCOLLEGE

Staff Writer

It’s 1990: a new year, almost a
new decade and definitely an old
problem
— paying for higher
education.
The cost of education is rising
every year, and students across
the country are feeling the im
pact of higher tuition fees, higher
housing costs and the 1986 Tax
Reform Law.
The 1986 law has completely
overhauled the American higher
education system, according to
Richard Anderson and Joel
Meyerson, authors of “ Financing
Higher Education: Strategies
After Tax Reform.”
The heart of the tax reform
was the reduction of tax rates
and the broadening of the tax
base by wiping out tax credits
and other forms of tax reduction,
Anderson and Meyerson wrote.
This reform or restructure in
the tax system has affected col
leges and universities. Univer
sities generate money through
tuition and fees, charity con
tributions, debt financing, gov
ernment sources and endowment
income. The 1986 tax law has
had a direct impact in each of

own income to pay tuition,
transportation, housing and food
costs.
One Cal Poly student has had
to pay his own way through the
five-year architecture program
on campus. Scott Holt started
his freshman year at Cal Poly
with a Cal Grant and a Pell
Grant. The 23-year-old senior got
by on one job and the money
from his grants until President
Ronald “ Raygun” Reagan, as he
says, took the money away.
“ I don’t feel he gave a lot of
working students a whole lot of
help,” said Holt, who lost the
$400-a-quarter Pell Grant first.
When Holt reapplied for the
federal grant, the criteria for
need had been changed and they
dropped him. Shortly after, his
Cal Grant was taken away, too.
“ But they let me down easy,”
said Holt. “ They pumped up my
Cal Grant with more money and
then cut it off after my Pell
Grant.”
That’s when Holt decided to
get two jobs. He works at the
computer lab in the Architecture
Building and at Shell Beach Li
quor and Deli so he won’t have to
take out a loan.
“ I had to get one or two
emergency loans,” said Holt,

who didn’t like using credit cards
or banks. “ I knew I had money
coming, but it just wasn’t there
yet.”
Holt said credit cards and
banks lend a false sense of secu
rity, and it’s too easy to take ad
vantage of its resources. Holt
does have a checking account,
but said he keeps most of his
money with him.
After supporting himself for
five years. Holt suggested that
other students who have to pay
their own way get the most from
a second job.
“ I’m not claiming it’s easy,”
said Holt. “ I’m gonna make it
through the architecture pro
gram in 5 years and that’s pretty
good.”
Every year. Holt spends about
$4,000 to $5,000 on his educa
tion, including food and housing.
He has never spent more than
$220 a month for housing and
spends less than $250 a month
on food.
After graduation in June, Holt
plans to take a break.
Thousands of students are like
Holt, and many students must
struggle to make ends meet.
Every year, the Financial Aid of
fice runs out of money, said
Susan McCarthy, senior data
control clerk.
“ Our busiest time of the year
is right now,” said McCarthy.
“ The deadline for financial aid
for the next school year is March
See EDUCATION, page 9
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Every Student is Eligible tor Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
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Barry flies to Florida for treatment

EDUCATION
om page 8
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There are seven or eight for_las that are considered when
lople apply for financial aid.
“ There’s the independent,
pendent, Pell formula and
lers,” said Meredith Hinrichs,
lancial aid public information
viser. ‘‘The whole process is
jtty complicated.”
¡Students who seek loans from
jnks also have problems. Secu¡y Pacific cut off its student
ns a couple years ago, said
lien Jenson, manager of the
,n Luis Obispo branch. SecuriPacific refers students to
¡other loan company in Los
geles.
‘Our minimum loan here is
,000,” said Jenson. ‘‘We help
idents set up a MasterCard
itead.”
lecause higher education is
ting more expensive every
ir, there is a great need for
ways of financing. The tuisavings plan allows parents
buy into a college or universiaccording to Anderson and
lyerson.
blleges and universities are
ering parents the opportunity
pre-purchase tuition to the
liege of their choice for their
ing children. There are risks
'olved, however. The child may
want to attend college, the
d may not be accepted into
selected college and the col
’s reputation may change by
time the child is ready to atid.

Washington mayor faces
cocaine possession charge
W ASHINGTON
(AP) —
Mayor Marion Barry, facing a
cocaine possession charge, flew
to Florida for treatment Monday
while political speculation inten
sified back home concerning a
possible City Hall campaign by
Jesse Jackson.
Barry’s spokeswoman, Lurma
Rackley, said the mayor had
checked into a center in West
Palm Beach, Fla., to be treated
for alcoholism. She had said the
day before that details about his
health would be kept private but
‘‘the most serious problem is
alcoholism.”
With Barry gone from City
Hall for at least 30 days, talk and
maneuvering in connection with
the November election picked up
speed.
A Jackson associate said of the

civil rights leader who moved to
Washington last year, ‘‘1 know
he’s getting a lot of pressure to
run. 1 don’t know if he’s going
to.”
Speaking only on condition of
anonymity, the source said ‘‘a lot
of the pressure is coming from
Marion’s people.”
Barry left Washington without
speaking to reporters, but sever
al hours later, Rackley said the
mayor had entered the HanleyHazelden Treatment Center in
Florida.
The mayor was arrested
Thursday night and charged with
possession of crack cocaine. He
said on Sunday he would take
steps to ‘‘heal my body, mind
and soul.” Barry, who did not
specifically refer to a drug or
alcohol problem in his Sunday

remarks, left his home at dawn
Monday accompanied by his wife
Effi.
Barry’s plans to announce his
candidacy Sunday for a fourth
term as mayor of the nation’s
capital were abruptly canceled
after his arrest on the misde
meanor cocaine charge.
Meanwhile, at the White
House Monday, NAACP Execu
tive Director Benjamin L. Hooks
met with President Bush and
then told reporters he was con
cerned about ‘‘selective enforce
ment of the law.”
Hooks said newspaper ac
counts of Barry’s arrest in an
FBI sting operation made it
sound like ‘‘the search had finally
paid off. ‘We spent all of these
years trying to find him with a
grain of cocaine, and by God we
did it, didn’t we?’
‘‘We haven’t found all the peo
ple who’ve stolen all the money
from the savings and loan
associations and are driving
Rolls Royces and Jaguars, so

obviously many of us in the
black community will have some
peculiar feelings as we go fur
ther,” said Hooks.
As Barry mulled his future
over the weekend, some of his
closest political advisers and
former assistants were meeting
at the home of ex-city ad
ministrator Elijah Rogers to or
ganize plans to get Jackson in
the mayor’s race.
Jackson’s move to Washington
last April fueled rumors that he
would make a bid for the mayor’s
chair. But the two-time presiden
tial candidate has repeatedly said
he would never run against
Barry, a friend and former civil
rights colleague.
Early surveys of public senti
ment in the mayor’s race gave
Jackson a wide lead over all
other potential contenders, in
cluding Barry.
Saturday’s strategy session
included Rogers and former
D e p u ty
M a y o rs
Iv a n h o e
Donaldson and Alphonse Hill.

Mustang Daily:
jok e it v o u r
d a ily h a b it

M u s t a n g D a i l y valentines classified order Form
Graphic Arts Bldg #226 San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
(805)756-1143

Name

Special ’’HEART
FRAM E” up to 5 words
boldface ONLY $5

Address
Telephone

____

_____

Filling out this portion automatically
enters you in special Mustang Daily
cJrawing-A chance to win a $25 gift
certificate to Da Vincis restaurant.
Winner will be notified by Feb. 10th.

Only
$2.00 EXTRA
with your
minimum 2-line
ad at our reeular
rates

AD RATES
This is REGULAR 8pt type;

$110

This is 14pt type:

$2.20

Circle Symbol of Choice

Special
Symbols

Deadline:
February 7th at 3pm
This is ISpttype: $4.40
Boldface; Extra $1.00

L ___X
bl lines)

+

9

Classified Advertising Policies

=S _

(S per line) (Exua Charge)

All advenismg copy and materials arc subject to acceptance by the Mustang Daily Business .Manager.
The Business .Manager reserves the right to reject all or any portion of the copy or art submitted
at any time prior to publication, even if material has previously been accepted or published.

(Total Due)

Checks Only Please,
ake Checks Payable To Mustang Daily
18pt stops herei

All cups stops here>1

________ Hptstopshcrei

10

11

12

13

14

15

1(1

17

IS

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

27

28

29

30

31

805/ 543-6514
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Vitamin C necessary part of diet
Helps battle cold,
cancer, asthma,
anemia symptoms
By Heather Ferrell
Vitamin C is famed for aiding
the healing process of colds. This
vitamin’s role in the immune
response enables cells to im
mobilize and kill bacteria more
efndently. Scientists have seen
that the body requires increased
amounts of Vitamin C during in
fection. Patients with defective
immune systems have generally
responded well to large doses of
the v itam in . A lthough no
evidence proves Vitamin C’s ef
fect on the frequency or length of
a cold, severity of the cold’s
sy m p to n s
a re
d e c re a s e d .
Recommended dosage at the
onset of feeling ill is 1,000 mg (1
gram).
Since the body is incapable of
synthesizing Vitamin C, we must
get it from our food. The RDA

(recommended daily dietary al to malignant tumor cells.
Vitamin C aids in the metabo
lowance) is 60 mg. This can easi
lism
of iron, which prevents
ly be satisfied by one serving of
broccoli, strawberries or melon. anemia.
Recent evidence suggests that
Other good sources include
potatoes, tomatoes, and (of boosting C intake can relieve
asth m a. T h erap eu tic effect
course) oranges.
Vitamin C therapy may be ad ceases when C intake is halted.
Those who smoke cigarettes or
vantageous in conditions such as
practice
oral contraception have
depression and schizophrenia.
The vitamin has an inhibitory ef an increased need for Vitamin C.
fect on dopamine (a hormone of Use of these chemicals alters C
excess in these disorders). This metabolism which results in
action of the vitamin mimics that lower amounts of it in the blood.
The consumer may want to
of the antipsychotic drug,
boost
Vitamin C intake to pre
haloperidol.
vent
disease
and ensure overall
Researchers have found that
health.
Don’t
be hesitant to in
Vitamin C may lower serum
cholesterol. It is effective only on crease your Vitaminm C intake
levels above 200mg/100ml (200 moderately. Vitamin C is watermg/100ml is considered bord- soluble, therefore unused por
derline-high). Vitamin C deficien tions are flushed out by the
body. But keep increases
cy results in cholesterol increase.
Another Vitamin C wonder is moderate, it has been shown that
its antitumorous activity. There frequent doses above 3,000 mg
is strong and consistent protec (3g) daily may cause kidney pro
tive effect o f fru its and blems.
vegetables against cancer. Ox
idation of Vitamin C produces a Heather Ferrell is a nutritional
substance that is somewhat toxic science junior.

FBI searches three sites in mail bomb case
ENTERPRISE, Ala. (AP) —
FBI agents and an Army bomb
squad searched a warehouse, a
salvage business and a home
Monday in the investigation of
mail bomb slayings of a judge in
Birmingham and a civil rights
lawyer in Georgia.
No arrests were made, and the
FBI would not disclose the
results of the searches, the agen

cy said in a statement issued in
Washington.
FBI agents were seen ex
ecuting a search warrant at one
warehouse, and a bomb squad
from nearby Fort Rucker Army
base went to a second site. The
FBI said agents searched a
house in New Brockton and a
salvage business and abandoned
warehouse in Enterprise.

The owner of the home, who
also op erates the salvage
b u s in e s s
th a t
ow ns
th e
warehouse, was being interview
ed by FBI agents, according to
one source in Washington, who
spoke on condition of anonymni-

c

I

I

ty.

FBI agents began questioning
the man earlier in the day, the
source said.

AVAILABLE FOR A
LIMITED TIME
•

SHOP NOW FOR
BEST SELECTIONS

%

•

FANTASTIC PRICES

in
conjunction
with

<9.

O

The
Cal P oly Ski C lub
p resen ts a day at
THE FOREMOST UNDERGROUND
CONTRACTOR IN THE SAN FRANCISCO
R A V AR1TA

IS COMING TO CAL POLY!
INFORMATION SESSION
Monday Feb. 26 7-9 p.m.
Staff Dining Hall
Bldg. 19 Room C

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Tuesday Feb. 27, All Day
Career Placement Center

SIERRA SUMMIT
February 9, 1990

Only $ 3 8
includes:
*Round-trip
transportation
*A11 day lift pass
*T-shirt
*Lunch
*V\us a ton of fun

We Are Seeking Individuals From The

Construction Management. Civil
Engineering. Business Administration
Fields
If unable to attend please send resumes to:
Vice President, Operations
Preston Pipelines, Inc.
151 BotheloAve.
Milpitas, CA. 95035

Buy your tickets now as this trip promises
to sell out quickly. Deadline is Jan. 25
Tickets may be purchased at the Ski Club table in the U.U., Mon-Fri 10-2
or at the SLY 96 Business Office located at 1880 Santa Barbara St.
during normal business hours. For more info, call 543-9400.
Please make checks payable to SLY 96.

f
u
m
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When you're done
reading this...

OMISSIONS
»m page *
. . .
iber of calls this winter askfor help has decreased
jiificantly.
Hnstead of having each
Urtment set the criteria they
looking for in the students,
as a university are looking for
kain criteria.” she said. This
ins completion of all Califor

nia State University reQuirements.
She does not, however, foresee
a greater influx of students next
fall. Students won’t find entry
through the door any easier, said
Linstrum. “ We can only take as
many as we have space for,” she
said. Students will still need
higher GPA’s in more impacted

m ajors like business and
engineering.
“ If you have 90 applicants and
60 spaces, you’re going to take a
lot of people who don’t meet all
the criteria,” said Linstrum.
“ But if you have 90 applicants
and seven spaces, the people who
you take are going to be meeting
every single one of the criteria.”

The great number of impacted
majors on this campus is a situa
tion unique to Cal Poly, said
Linstrum. The campus location,
its academic reputation, and its
reputation for friendliness and
accessibility draw students to
Cat Poly. “ Most schools, on the
contrary, are working very hard
to attract students,” she said.

Recycle
it

i

The Mustang Daily is
recyclable! Your
cooperation could help
clean up the environment
and avoid wasteful
tree cutting.

lassified
B ic y c le r
★★★

ir ★★

■AMA*'

guset s p e a k e r f r o m p la y te x
family PRODUCTS TUBS. 11 00
arch 225'!' COME SEE WHAT YOU

ARE MISSING'!

Blow off school

,Poly Ski Club. SLY 96 and
lelope Valley Bus Lines present
day trip Feb 9 $38 includes
Tsportation, t-shirt, lift
uet, lunch and a ton of fun! Hurry last
d |y to sign up F ri.1 /2 6

543-9400
_ fdinal Key members
‘ Itti'prtant meeting Jan 23
Adm 113 0 00pm Be There!

GOLDEN KEY!!!

biggie' Election meeting Wed.
24 at 5pm in UU 218 Vote'"
human RESOURCE MANAGENTENf
ASSOCIATION
Presents Ellen Polinsky
Jan 23rd at 11 00 BA&E rm 206
ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME"
IEEE MTG
TUES JAN 23rd
7pm Bldg 20-140
SPEAKER SEAGATE
PRSSA m e e t in g ”
Tonight 7pm GRC 207
GUEST SPEAKER'

SKI CLUB
MEETING
Tues Jan 23 8 00 in Ag Engr 123
JACKSON HOLE info plus one day
trip sign ups Steamboat video &
much more The snow is here'
I primary objective of the Gays
Dians & Bisexuals United is to
Iride services, resources and
I'ort that will foster an awareSunderstanding of self worth
Hy & identity GLBU seeks to
rm all on the diverse gay and
Fan lifestyles PLEASE JOIN US
EAjtH TUESDAY 7PM FOB24B
f

SPAN
lUPPORT & PROMOTION for the
ACTIVITIES of NASA
IIEETINGS EVERY TUES 7:30pm
B DG 21 (ENG WEST) ROOM #205
:>URS- LANDINGS-PARTIES-FUN

=1EE GIFT JUST FOR CALLWG.
RAISE UP TO $1,700 IN ONLY
PAYS Student groups.frats and
yilies rieeded for marketing
F-t -on carmos For details plus
[ fr e e GIFT Group officers call
1-765-8472 E x ^

Is

lO AMERICAN SUPp 6 r t "g ROu’ p
TJDAYS6-7PM
JJNSELING SERVICES 756-2511
PNG DISORDERS GROUP
ISDAYS 2-4PM
lINSELING SERVICES 756-2511
ART PRINT SALE
JAN 22-26
EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE
F e e d b a c k f o r s t r e s s & a n x ie t y
lA/aNESDAYS 3-5 PM
: ST A SUPPORT GROUP FOR WOMEN
¡JfEtiNESDAYS 2-4 PM
Cp/NSELING SERVICES 756-2511

GET INVOLVED IN WELLNESS
Peer Health Education Positions
available in
SEXUALITY AIDS.ALCOHOL/DRUG
USE.LIFESTYLE WELLNESS.ORAL
HEALTH AND NUTRITION
Learn about

Current health trends/promotion
Communication Skills.Counseling
Teaching Public Speaking
VALUABLE PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE OPEN TO ALL MAJORS
Applications available at the
Health Center 756-1211
INFORMATIONAL MEETINGS;
Thursday. Jan 18.11 00am
Wednesday.Jan.24.12 NOON
Female dorm room available now
fun atmosphere price neg call
robin 541-9561
KLUDGE SALE
JAN 25-26TH
MEP BLDG
ALL DAY

Blow off school
Cal Poly Ski Club. SLY 96 and
Antelope Valley Bus lines present
a 1 day trip Feb 9 S38 Includes
transportation, t-shirt.lift
ticket, lunch and a ton of fun!
Hurry last day to sign Frl.1/26!

543-9400

CONGRATULATIONS
Sigma Pledge Class
Alpha Gamma Rho
Little Sisters
on your initiation
KAO
BETA PLEDGES

GET INSPIRED!
WE LOVE YOU
The Actives

ORDER
OF OMEGA
Meeting Wed 24th 9pm UU216
Composite Photo Thurs, 25lh
7-9pm Bring Your Checkbook
SAM DUFOUR
Are you still alive? Did you
survive X-mas break'^ If your able
to read this, call YBB' He wants
to talk to you!
SIGMA CHI-Thanks for an
awesome ski trip' We had a
blastILove.Alpha Chi

Games & Comics- the largest
selection of games for gamers
New comics in every Friday morning
Games People Play 1060 Broad St.
546-8447

RE-ENTRY DISCUSSION GROUP
THURSDAYS 11-12PM
in t e r p e r s o n a l g r o u p

THURSDAYS 3-5PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511
STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP
MONDAYS 3-5 PM
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS
FEB 6TH 13TH S 20TH 3-5 PM
COUNSELING SERVICES 756-2511

THEATER CLUB
Alpha Psi Omega
GENERAL MEETING

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
•A FRIEND FOR UFE

Blow off school

Cal Poly Ski Club. SLY 96 and
Antelope Valley Bus Lines present
a 1 day trip Feb 9 $38 includes
tranafMrtation, t-shIrt. lift
ticket, lunch and a ton of fun!
Hurry last day to sign up-Frl.1<26

FOUND MOUTAIN BIKE 1 9 CALL TO
IDENTIFY 543-8443

Ram jacket found on Jan 11 in
Fisher Sci foyer call to ID
Eric 544-7753

VEGAN and LACTO-OVO VEGETARIANS
get your diet analyed FREE to
determine nutrient content
(Senior Project) 544-4912

CHANGING WORD PROCESSORS? DEC
IBM Micom NBI Xerox to WP
4 2. 5.0, 5 1. MS Word Callus
213-306-3620 CAMSON CONVERSIONS

FAST QUALITY SERVICE MACINTOSH
LASER PRINTER - LAURA-549-0966
PROTYPE CALL PATTY 544-1703
SENIOR PROJ &MORE-LAZERPRINTER
R4R Vtord l*roces8ing RONA 544-2591
Laser Printer Student Rates By Appt

543-9400
HEY BABY-D!
Have I told you lately that
I LOVE YOU?!
Well I do"
Baby-B
p s Got any grapes^'

WE WILL TRAW YOU!
Fortune 500 Company has high
potential management trainee
UU 207,10:00 to 4:00pm
Tuesday, January 23rd.
Cal Poly alumni w ill be there

AON DEBBIE ABERLE.
Your big SIS loves you Soon
you will be an active'
CAN T FIND YOU'RE LOOKING
FOR IN A FRATERNITY?Theta
Xi one of the nations oldest
fraternity is starting its
newest colony m Cal Poly
BECOME A FOUNDING FATHER.
Call Bo at 545-9669 for details

SKI VACATION WEEK Condo available
PARK CITY UTAH FEB 17-24
2 Bdrm Luxury Condo 120 night
Sleeps 6 543-7202

$500 COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS!!
For internships senior projects
or student service projects that
help our comm must be upr "'v
2 5GPA Ideas and application avail
m UU 217 or call Sam X2476"
Experience Ojjportunity'
Research experience with a
physical therapist Great for
Grad or professional schools
Call 544-1146 for Jill ASAP

ARTISTS to do wildlife designs
for Dolphin Shirt Co Royalties
Call Chris at 541-2566
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR:
JOURNALISM ENGLISH MAJOR.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT JR SR
part time jobs lor oil&gas ojDerafor send resume to l^ s te rn
Discovery POBOX 15457 SLOCA 93406

EARN UP TO S10 AN HOUR!
Copeland's Sports distribution
center is now accepting
applications for temporary posisions Job duties consist of
lifting boxes -i- pricing inventory
Hrs 4 pm-12 midnight M-F Work
assignment starts Feb 1st Apply in
person 181 Suburban Rd 8am-5pm
Full time Field fechnicals for b
months at Research farm Start
April Excellent opportunity to
gam experience in agriculture
and research Similar |ob also
starting in June Contact Dr
Chuck Doty. ICI Americas 498 N
Mariposa.Visalia.Ca 93277 209747-0713 (EOE)
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040-S59.230'yr
Now Hiring Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext R-10081 for current federal list
It'S no secret Alaskian fishermen
in Alaska make BIG bucks and Univ
of Washington students in Seattle
are getting most of the jobs Here s
how where and for who & inside
tips to get you started Send $10
to Alaska Opportunities PO Box 278
Alleghany.OR .97407.Don t delay
Applications for this summer should
be in ASAP'
RECORD CO SEEKS INTERNS FOR m a r 
& PROMOTION (516)674-3229
Summer management internship
I .terviews now taking place.
Gam valuable experience managng a team of employees.customers
and suppliers Successful ajoplicants will undergo extensive
training Average summer earnings
range $6-10 000 call student
painters for information
1-800-426-6441

k e t in g

TELEPHONE RECEPTION WORK 4 50
hr plus bonus no exp necessary
students welcome apply Campus
Motel 404 Santa Rosa .118 after
9 00am no phone calls please
TELEQUIZ PROMOTION has immediate
openings full or part time
Apply 404 Santa Rosa-Campus Motel
118 after 9 00 am
THE RA EXPERIENCE
WANTED;Forty-five motivated
enthusiastic and energetic Cal
Poly students to be Resident
Advisors for the 1990-91 academic
year This one year leadership
opportunity is open to Cal Poly
studei its who are ready to learn
about themselves and to give to
others Skill development
includes advising public speaking
small group communications.limit
setting, and programming Compen
sation includes room and board
For more information contact the
Resident Student Development
Office at extension 3398
Want to spend the summer in the
High Sierras working with childrenWalton s Grizzly Lodge Summer Camp
•s interviewing for counseling
positions Write Bob Stem 4009
Sheridan Cl Auburn CA 95603Phone (916) 823-9260
WORK STUDY Fun job working w peo
ple therapy aide call MEG 541-6751

Lift Ticket to Alpine Meadows
$25 Call Stew at 544-7566__________
Mac Printer & Much Software
$900 OBO Call Lisa 544-5449
SKIERS-ONLY SKIED M DAY-NEW KS
5500 W SOL BINDINGS $250-SZl0
NORDICA BOOTS $50 542-9509
Want to get a good mtes sleep’
Then read this
Twin bed wox spring and frame
EXCELLENT CONDITION'
Only 2 'u yrs old new $225 Now $65
Call Mark at 541-1683
or leave message

19 Nishiki Mtn Bike excl cond
Front bar pack and seat pack
some work tools inci $200
543-1969 ask for Chris

Bikes?Repaired

541-6596

PARAMOUNT

58cm GOOD CONDITION,LOTS XTRAS
$900 ALSO THULE RACKS 4BK 3SKI
$150,CALL JEFF 543-1554

A utom obfies
$600 OBO MUST SELL!!!
77 VW RABBIT BLK Good condition"
Come test drive"!
FM Radio - sunroof
CALL 546-0753
1978 TOYOTA COROLLA WAGON $600
CALL ED 546-9756
1986 Subara GL Hatch 4WD $4750/
Offer The Ultimate Snowmobile
541-3156
ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100 Fords Mercedes
Corvettes Chevys Surplus Buyers
Guide 1-602-830-8885 ext A8204
CAR CARE KIT!!
Shiny car soap.car wax.car cleaner
window cleaner glove sponge and
bucket all for $19.95 543-2764
Chevy Camero 1979 PS. PB radio cas
new battery $1900 obo 546-9765

Female RMMT Needed Spring Quarter
240 MO &util Close to Poly Call
Karen.LeeAnn or Victoria 546-9083
“ f e m a l e "r”6 o m m a t e i^E ^ "E D "
To share room in a huge house
1 block from school'Call now and
you II be glad you did'541 - 1077
HELP' MALE ROOMATE NEEDED
AVAILABLE NOW-NEAR POLY
$200 MONTH CALL 549-0328
Shared room. 1 3utilities water paid
210'month.close to Poly covered
garage.fan roommates. Tina 545-8564

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT HOMES from
$1 (U-repairj Delinquent tax
property Repossessions Call
Call 1-602-838-8885 ext GH 8204
Room for Rent
First.last sec deposit-$985 00
Pine Creek Apts 541-4936
Please leave message

AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET
a v a ilab le o n c a m p u s c a l l

MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? for FREE
LIST of ALL Least Expensive Houses
Scondos in SLO call STEVE NELSON
543-8370 & Lv messg Farrel Smyth R E

B u sin ess
D irectory
LIM Q U S IfÆ S E R V IC E
For Any Special Occasion
PACIFIC COAST LIMOUSINE
SLO 541-9201 North County 434-1544

kiNKH'^ rnpip^
ASK ABOUT OUR RESUME PACKAGE!!
OPEN 24 HOURS! 543-0771
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER UU
Resumes $19 95 Placemt Center Forms

W ST ^H T S
BAJA BOBS WET SUIT REPAIR
PYROSYK WETSUIT 481-4603

CONSHA'S OFFICE SUPPLY
TYPING $1 50 PER PAGE 773-5851
MASTERS THESES • LINDA BLACK
544-1305.466-0687 927-0369
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Sigma Nu pledges host carnival for local kids
By Patty Hayes
S f ft W riff________________________ _

Members of Sigma Nu frater
nity’s lota pledge class spent
Saturday afternoon entertaining
local children at a carnival.
The carnival was put on for
children* who take part in the
Newman Catholic Center’s Big
Brother and Big Sister program.
It was held for the kids and their
Cal Poly big brothers and sisters
as a community service that
fraternity members must per
form as part of pledging.
"We wanted to do something
with kids, and this really turned
out to be a lot of fun,’’ said Mike
Giacomino, a Sigma Nu pledge.
The day’s events at Santa

Rosa Park included carnival
games, face-painting, a barbecue
lunch and a free raffle of two
bicycles. All of the food and dec
orations, as well as the bicycles,
were donated by local merchants,
said Pat Clark, also a Sigma Nu
pledge.
The carnival also served as the
quarterly "group event’’ that the
Newman Center big brothers and
big sisters take part in, said
Mary Cichowski, program direc
tor at the center.

existence for about three years,
Cichowski said.
Cal Poly students are matched
with local children and spend
time with them at least once a
week, Cichowski said.
Most big brothers and sisters
are Newman Center members,
"but you don’t have to be in
volved with Newman to do this,”
she said.
"We expect a two-quarter (or
six month) commitment from
students who want to be big
brothers or sisters,” Cichowski
said. "They’re not committing to
a program, they’re committing to
a little person."

" It’s just delightful," she said,
watching the kids and their big
brothers and sisters enjoying the
sunny day.
The Newman Big Brother and
Big Sister program has been in

The Cal Poly students enjoy it
as much as the kids do, she said.

few extra for fun and to repre
sent other important a^ects of
college life. For example, he said,
he found an embryo from Da
Vinci’s drawings to represent the
human development department.
A pair of clasping hands at the
top symbolize friendship and the
coming together of races.
He called the background a
window of the past allowing the
viewer to get involved. VI feel
like every time you look at'it you
see something new."
An element of the foreground
is a crown shape which crosses
over the images. Dryzeul said it
can be either a mechanical gear
or rays of the sun.
"It represents innovation com
ing out into the future," he said,
‘‘from past to the present
through the achievements of the
departments."
Besides recognition, Dykzeul

will receive a $S0 gift certificate
from Graham’s Art & Picture
Frame Store. Recognition and
experience, however, are two
things Dykzeul said he will gain
that money cannot buy. He is
especially excited to learn more
about the printing end of design.
Dykzeul will have plenty of
opportunity to learn.“ The con
test is just the beginning," he
said. As designer, the award in
volves him in the whole process
of developing not only the pos
ters but products, such as but
tons, postcards and the program.
Vineze received a $25 gift cer
tificate from Graham’s for se
cond place. Third place winner
Rob Empfield won dinner for two
at Tortilla Flats. Both Vineze
and Empfield are graphic design
majors.
Dykzeul said the poster will be
released March 1.

" I t w o rk s b o th w a y s ."

"Some of the relationships last
a long time," Cichowski said.
One such relationship is that of
big sister Amy Tern brock, 20, a
Cal Poly student and Lydi
Sweeny, 15, c freshman at Mis
sion College Preparatory. They
met in January 1989 and, one
year later, seemed like real
sisters at Saturday’s carnival.
They laughed in unison, recall
ing memories of the times' they
have spent together. They go
biking, to the movies, to Farmers
Market and even went to
Disneyland .together last sum
mer.
“ Every time Lydi goes home.

POSTER
F ro m page 1

of Cal Poly and did not promote
any one school.
"I was up against tough com
petition," Dykzeul said. "The
theme was very difficult."
Adding to the challenge, both
Dykzeul and his roommate Tom
Vineze were among the top three
finalists.
"M ost difficult (part) was
working side by side with my
roommate Tom, knowing only
one could win," Dykzeul said.
They even stayed up late
together to finish their com
peting projects. Vineze placed
second in the contest. "At least
we kept it in the family," he said.
Dykzeul created his poster out
of cut paper. Using old advertis
ing engravings called icons, he
filled the background with im
ages representing Cal Poly’s dif
ferent departments. He added a

she’s soaking wet, covered with
mud or hasn’t slept all night,"
Amy laughed as she recalled
adventurous times with her little
sister. “ But her mom’s really
great about it. We have a lot of
fun."
Lydi smiled as she recalled how
she came to meet Amy. "1 have
four brothers.
I’ve always
wanted a big sister - - that’s how
I got Amy," she said.
Lydi was one of the older "lit
tle” sisters and brothers at the
carnival. The 'kids range in age
from five to 15.
“ We’re pleased to be involved
with the fraternity. I hope we
can do more things like the car
nival,” said Cichowski.
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also

EXPRESS©, HOT COCOA,
EXPRESSOCHOCOLATE
& CAFE AU LAIT

Don't Be Left Out
In The Cold!

If
You
Thought
You
Couldn't
Start
At The
Top

Campus Store is open
until 10 pm 7 days a week
conveniently located in
the AG SCIENCE PLAZA

Other companies talk about being a
Now You
leader...
May Department Stores
Company is the benchmark for that
comparison. Sales exceed $12 billion annually and May has achieved 14
consecutive years o f record sales and earnings. Our talented, innovative team
achieved this record.
Others talk about promotion from within... May does it. We are looking for
achievers to join May and to continue our record-setting style.
Other retailers are reemiting Asst. Managers... We're looking for vicepresidents. We’ll provide the coaching, counseling and training to help you
reach your potential. Our compensation levels are aggressive.

MAY

Stop by & see several Cal. Poly Alumni
University Union - Room #207
10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.
Tliesday, January 23,1990
Bring your resume

MAY The May Department Stores Company

TELEVISION CRIME SHOWS...

TO UG HI
LTHEFTJ
It’s Easy To Catch A Cable Thief, But Consider
Our Amnesty As A Chance
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